Product Change Notice (PCN)

Date: 10/09/2020

PCN Number: PCN-0374343R-01

To Our Customers:
We appreciate your use of CUI Devices products. Our commitment in maintaining and improving processes is demonstrated by plans to enhance our product quality, reliability and manufacturability. The purpose of this notice is to inform you of a product change.

Product(s) Affected:
- CSS-J4B20-SMT-TR
- CSS-J4D20-SMT-TR
- CSS-I4B20-SMT-TR
- CSS-73B16K-SMT-TR

Reason(s) for Change:
These items are shifting to a semi-automatic production, and the change will also allow for a better adhesion.

Description of Change:
The bottom bonding pads of 4 P/N are all changed from the exposed gluing mode to the buried mode for better adhesion.

Bottom side:
The bottom bonding pads of 4 P/N are all changed from the exposed gluing mode to the buried mode for better adhesion.

Recommended land pattern:
➔ No changed
Affected Date Code:
Will take affect on orders placed after March 31, 2021

Product Availability: March 31, 2021

Additional Information:

PCN Approval:
Operations/Quality

Product Marketing
Nick Wolfe 10/08/2020